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A proposed co-pay for stu-
dents who use Hendrix Health
Center next year won’t be
i m p l e -




















u s e d
Hendrix Health Center. 
“The co-pay option was one of
a number of discussion items
and was dropped from consid-
eration and will not go forward
for approval,” said Warren
Wiese, vice president of stu-
dent affairs. 
“The initial idea would have
charged students $5 to $10 per
visit to Hendrix,” said Travis
Maier, student senate presi-
dent. “Currently Hendrix visits
are free for all students. The
only money a student has to
pay is for lab fees or medica-
tion.” 
Senate passed a proposal for
next year, but that will affect
student fees. Students current-
ly pay $4.23 per credit to sup-
port Hendrix Health Center.
The fee caps out at 12 credits,
which means students who are
enrolled in 13 or more credits
only pay the fee for 12 credits.
The maximum fee is $50.76
per semester. 
“There are a number of stu-
dents who aren’t full-time,”
said Maier. Those students
currently do not pay the same
amount to use Hendrix Health
Center as full-time students
because they are enrolled in
fewer credits. 
The new proposal states that
next year students will pay
$8.19 per credit, and the fee
will be capped out at six cred-
its. Full-time and part-time
students will now pay the same
amount per semester: $49.14. 
Although the fee per credit to
use the center’s services is
almost doubling, the total
amount of money full-time stu-
dents pay will decrease
because they are only being
charged for half the credits
they are currently being
charged for. 
The proposal was approved
in order to support a part-
time staff member to man-
age finances at Hendrix
Health Center. 
“The additional revenue need-
ed would have come from the
$10 co-pay,” said Jamie Tate, a
student assistant from student
senate. Without raising the fee
for students or charging a co-
pay fee, there is not enough
money to support the position
at Hendrix Health Center.
“Currently, Hendrix is in lack
of a trained professional to
manage the financial portion of
the clinic’s operations,” Maier
said. “Now there are more stu-
dents who are paying for the
fee. Now all the students taking
six credits are paying double.
So even though the fee is drop-
ping, it is still generating
money. 
“With the money generated, a
position would be created to
manage the budget, fees, ship-
ments, etc. Hendrix is the only
student activity fee-supported
program that does not have an
accountant managing it. Many
people feel it is risky to not
have a specific person manage
student money,” he said.
Once the proposal is imple-
mented, next year’s fee will be
able to decrease but still sup-
port a new position at Hendrix
Health Center, due to an
increase in the number of stu-
dents who will pay the maxi-
mum fee each semester. 
The only problem with the
new proposal is that some stu-
dents may take advantage of
the system. The proposal
states: “A student who only
takes one credit has full use of
Hendrix. It’s important to allow
access for all students, but
full-time students subsidize
others who do not pay the full
fee. Essentially, a person from
the community could pay less
than $150 to take one class
and have free health care.
Although unlikely, a person
could take one class simply to
have the equivalent of very
affordable health insurance.” 
“As of right now,” Maier said,
“there will be no co-pay, and
the fee will actually decrease
for full-time students next
year.” 
Students will still be able to
visit Hendrix free of charge,
said Tate. “They have to pay
minimal costs for blood work
and other things, but it is free
to see the physician, nurse
practitioner, RN, and coun-
selors.” 
Schafer can be reached 
at teresa1019@yahoo.com .
Tom Proehl, managing
director of the Guthrie
Theatre and a 1988 MSUM
g r a d u a t e
will deliv-
er the
k e y n o t e
address at
the uni-
v e r s i t y ’ s
a n n u a l
S t u d e n t
Academic
Conference
at 11:50 a.m. Wednesday in
the student union ballroom. 
The purpose of the all-day
event is to showcase the
work and talent of MSUM
students through presenta-
tions, posters and creative
works. 
Political science professor
Andrew Conteh and then-
grad student Ryan Sylvester
started the conference in
1998 to give students a
chance to present their work
in a conference format—
something they were previ-
ously unable to do often.
Students will give presen-
tations on many subjects,
including “Theatre of the
Absurd,” “Being





“French Settlement in Clay





Verbal and Social Bullying
of Elementary Students,”
“The Implications of





Profitable to the State?” and
“Digital Manipulation: Has
it gone too Far?”
More than 250 students
will present research on
140 different topics from 1
to 2:20 p.m. and 2:30 to
3:50 p.m. in the CMU. 
All presentations are free
and open to the public. 
Proehl, originally from
Fargo, served as general
manager of the Guthrie
Theatre for four years, and
last spring he was promoted
to managing director. 
For almost a decade before
joining the Guthrie, Proehl
managed The Dramatist
Guild, a professional asso-
ciation of more than 8,000
playwrights, composers and
lyricists headquartered in
New York City. 
Also, he and a friend co-
founded the Signature
Theatre Company, an off-
Broadway venture dedicat-
ed to the exploration of a
single living playwright’s
body of work. After six sea-
sons as a transient compa-
ny, they built a new theatre
on West 42nd Street in the
midst of the Broadway
depression. 
Details about the confer-
ence, including a list of pre-
sentations, can be found at
the conference Web site,









Save the last dance
A&E, page 6
Dance troupe performs
in final Performing Arts
Series Event of the year
Mass comm professor, 
former news anchor earns
achievement award
FEATURES, page 3 SPORTS, page 8
Fresh start
Spring sports






Softball, track and field,
tennis, baseball kick off
new spring season
Proehl
As of right now, there will
be no co-pay, and the fee 
will actually decrease for full-





The MSUM bookstore will
distribute more than
$330,000 in rebate checks to
7,700 eligible students begin-
ning April 15, based on their
purchases of textbooks and
required course materials. 
The rebates equal 10 percent
of the bookstore’s $3.3 million
in sales of textbooks and
required course materials.
Previously, profits were dis-
tributed to student scholar-
ship programs. 
At the start of the year, the
bookstore requested student
IDs at the cash register so
purchases could be recorded
for the new program. 
For students with an out-
standing balance on their uni-
versity account, the rebate
will be applied against the
balance. 
This rebate is in addition to
the book buyback program,
which allows students to sell
used books back to the book-
store. 
Students can pick up their
rebate checks April 15 to April
28 on the main floor of the
bookstore. Checks not picked
up will be mailed to students’





Hendrix co-pay proposal rejected
Grad headlines conference
Academic conference highlights students
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tion in South Snarr.
Threat to student off
campus.
Theft from King. 
Theft from King.





Fire alarm in Holmquist.
911 hang up in Owens.







An elder is interviewed by a reporter for Minnesota Pubilc





All candidates running for
student senate office will be
invited to speak during the
public hearing portion of the
student senate meeting at 5
p.m. April 15 in CMU 205. 
All students are invited to
come and ask any questions
they may have.
Elections will be April 19 to 21.
Apply to assist
If you’re creative, work well
with others and are looking
for a job, apply to be an
administrative assistant in
the office of student activites.
Applications for the 2004-05
academic year are currently
being accepted in CMU 229.  
Administrative assistants
provide general office sup-
port, work with student orga-
nizations, publish and dis-
tribute the TTN and help plan
programs and events.
Visit www.mnstate.edu/osa
to apply. All applications are
due by 4 p.m. April 21.
Express your
parking concerns
The parking open hearing  is
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. April 15
in CMU 216. 
Proposed  regulations for the
2004-05 academic year are
available from the parking
office, located in the mainte-
nance building, Eighth Avenue
and 17th Street South.
Comments and concerns will
be addressed at the hearing. 
No night classes
A reminder—night classes do
not meet today (Thursday).
A night class is defined as a
class that begins at 4 p.m. or
later.




the Campus Entertainer of
the Year, performs at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in the CMU
Ballroom. 
He’s the original creator of
the famous “DuckJob” sound
clip that’s been passed around
the globe in e-mails, Web sites
and forums. The St. Louis Post
Dispatch described
Sutherland’s show as “98 per-
cent clean and 100 percent
funny.” 
This event is sponsored by
Campus Activities Board.
Admission is $1 for MSUM
students and $3 general
admission.
Workshop planned
“Selling to the Government”
is the focus of MSUM’s Small
Business Development Center
workshop from 9 a.m. to noon
April 15 at the University of
Mary, 1351 Page Drive, Fargo.
Presented by representa-
tives from the Procurement
Technical Assistance Center,
the workshop will cover gov-
ernment sales topics. It’s
aimed at businesses that
wish to sell their products or
services to Minnesota, North
Dakota or South Dakota state
governments.
The cost is $15, which
includes materials and
refreshments. 
For details, contact the
MSUM Small Business
Development Center at 477-
2289, or send an e-mail to
seifertj@mnstate.edu.
“Learn to write, and learn it
well ... it can get you anywhere
in communications.” 
You’ve probably heard these
wise words if you’ve ever taken
a class with mass communi-
cations professor Marv
Bossart. In his case, sharp
writing skills provided a suc-
cessful life-long career in the
communications field. 
Bossart, who was born and
raised in Fargo, attended the
University of North Dakota,
Grand Forks, as a pre-med
student. Because his family
was relatively poor, Bossart’s
parents pressured him to
become a doctor so he could
make a lot of money. 
Bossart had other
ideas in mind. 
“After my parents
dropped me off at
school, I went direct-
ly to the campus
radio station, KFJM,
because I wanted to
work there,” Bossart
said. For the next
four years he volun-
teered his time at





b r o a d c a s t e r ,
Bossart didn’t have
enough courage to
switch his major for
fear of “being dis-
owned by his par-
ents.” It wasn’t until










attended a summer news




The Medill School of
Journalism surprised Bossart
by offering to pay his way
through their master’s pro-
gram. He readily accepted,
and for two and a half years,
he gained hands-on experi-
ence from one of the best jour-
nalism schools in the country. 
One thing led to another, and
Bossart was given an opportu-
nity to work at ABC News in
Chicago. 
For one year, Bossart was
fortunate to write for the Paul
Harvey radio show. “Harvey
even announced the birth of
my daughter on-air,” Bossart
said with a smile.
Because both Bossart and
his wife missed the small-
town atmosphere, they decid-
ed to move back to Fargo,
where Bossart landed a job
with WDAY-TV. 
He never anticipated the job
would last for the next 42
years of his life. “That’s proba-
bly the longest time ever for a
broadcaster in North Dakota,”
he admitted. 
Bossart worked his way up
through the ranks, first work-
ing as a reporter and then as
an anchor. He also wrote the
newscasts. Despite big-time
offers from NBC in San
Francisco and KDKA in
Pittsburgh, Bossart felt he
needed to stay in Fargo. 
“Sometimes I think back to
‘what if I had taken them,’”
Bossart said. “Who knows, I
might have been the next
Marv Brokaw! ... but that’s
selfish thinking on my part
because I had a very wonder-
ful career right to the end
when I retired in 2002.”
Bossart began teaching at
MSUM when the chairman of
the mass communications
department at the time, Roger
Hamilton, approached Bossart
at WDAY to teach the broad-
cast journalism class. 
So Bossart decided to give it
a try.
That was 32 years ago, and
he’s still here today. 
Bossart doubled up on
careers for many years, but he
never knew how special teach-
ing would be to him. 
“It was wonderful because I
worked side-by-side at WDAY
with former students I had
taught. I watched them
become successful,” Bossart
said. “Also, I was able to help
students by directing them to
WDAY, and many were hired
upon my recommendation
alone.” 
Bossart believes this is what
makes him such a unique
t e a c h e r .
“Because I was
a professional



















room or in the studio, you can
always count on Bossart to
provide a few laughs. “When I
was working the 10 ‘o clock
news, I couldn’t say the word
‘archaeological.’ I tried to re-
say it three times to no avail.
Finally, I just said, ‘people who
dig up old things!’ It was a
funny moment,” he chuckled. 
Yet this wasn’t his only
embarrassing moment. When
the REO Speedwagon band
was in Fargo many years ago,
Bossart was supposed to cover
it on the news. He was given
the hard copy of the report to
read, but he didn’t have time
to look it over before he went
on-air.
“I had never heard of the
band before, so I thought their
name was misspelled,”
Bossart said. “So, on the news
I said, ‘The Red Speedwagon is
in town.’ Now I tell all my stu-
dents, to ‘read your copy OUT
LOUD!’” 
Bossart also recalls the time
when he had an 8 a.m. class
on Tuesdays, the day after
Monday Night Football.
Bossart grew to hate football
after being forced to sit at the
station until midnight or later
waiting for the program to
end. “One time at the end of a
game, the kicker lined up for a
field goal—if he made it, the
game would go into overtime. I
got down on my knees in the
studio and prayed, ‘Please
help this man miss the kick!’




into class every Tuesday
morning and said, “I look this
way because of Monday Night
Football!”
Blessed with two careers
Bossart still can’t believe
how he did it all. “I am a very
blessed person with two won-
derful careers. Most people
would be satisfied to have one
enjoyable career—I had two,”
Bossart said. “I can’t think of
a day that I didn’t want to go
to work. Both careers were
exceptionally interesting.” 
That may be an understate-
ment coming from a man who
as a reporter, interviewed
Richard Nixon, former Vice
President Hubert Humphrey,
Bill Clinton and JFK in 1963—
just months before he was
shot.
Bossart noted that over time,
many things have changed
with the broadcasting busi-
nesses. “The biggest (change)
is technology,” Bossart said. “I
started writing news on a
manual typewriter. When I
retired, we were working on
highly efficient computers.” 
Yet no matter what the
future holds for the business,
Bossart hopes good reporting
and writing will remain. He
believes MSUM has an excel-
lent program for mass com-
munications students. 
“We have people who work
for newspapers, magazines, ad
agencies and public relations
companies. The program here
has proved itself as people
who work in professional
media,” Bossart said.
Phased retirement
Since both occupations con-
sume so much time, Bossart
is now ready for a break.
Starting in the fall, he will
begin a phased retirement,
which means he will only
teach during fall semesters for
the next three years. At that
time, he plans to fully retire. 
“This is my decision,”
Bossart said. “I’ve been doing
this long enough. I want to
have more time to travel and
spend time with my wife and
family.” 
Bossart has four daughters
and five grandchildren whom
he looks forward to relaxing
with at their lake home on
West Battle Lake. In his spare
time, he enjoys playing piano,
singing in a church choir and
reading, especially biogra-
phies and history. 
Awarded for excellence
Bossart received the univer-
sity’s annual L.B. Hartz
Professional Achievement
Award on April 4. This award
is given to an individual who
has created economic oppor-
tunities for others through
innovation, entrepreneurship
and community service. 
Bossart also received the
Mitchell Charley Award in
1999 for his outstanding con-
tributions to the field of broad-
cast journalism—an award
received by people such as
Tom Brokaw, Harry Reasoner
and Eric Sevaried.
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By GRETA LIPPERT
Staff Writer
Lippert can be reached 
at lippergr@mnstate.edu.
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Marv Bossart (left) in his early years at
WDAY. Now, as he nears retirement,
Bossart mingles with the crowd (top
right) before receiving the L.B. Hartz
award last Sunday. During his accep-
tance speech (bottom right), he joked
with the audience—as usual.
Students benefit from Bossart’s professional experience
BRITTA TRYGSTAD/PHOTO EDITOR
SUBMITTED PHOTO
This letter is to
inform the faculty
and staff of MSUM,
Concordia and
NDSU that the Walt
Disney World
College Program is
nothing more than a form of
cheap labor for the Fortune
100 company that is Disney. 
I am a mass communica-
tions major with an emphasis
in photojournalism, and I
received a forwarded e-mail
from Disney offering intern-
ship possibilites for students
with photography skills. 
The e-mail, originally sent
by Sonja Rue of MSUM career
services, said, “Walt Disney
World e-mailed me asking
that I let professors who
teach courses that include
students with photography
skills and interest in photog-
raphy know about the Resort
Photography Advanced
Internship. It is my under-
standing that their advanced
internships do NOT require
that the intern first work one
of the ‘support’ positions in
their college program. In the
advanced internship, stu-
dents get right into working
in their specialty area.”
I went to the information
session interested in the pos-
siblity of taking pictures at
Disney. After 45 minutes of
testimonials, slide shows of
Disney properties and “infor-
mation” about how great
Disney is, the speaker put a
slide up with a list of the
internship possibilities. They
include: lifeguard, quick ser-
vice food and beverage, full
service F & B and custodian,
just to name a few of the
exciting options. 
Interns are paid $6 per hour
and must live in apartment
complexes on Disney proper-
ty for the entire semester.
After you complete the
“internship,” you can go back
for the “advanced intern-
ship,” in which you may work
in several fields, including
hospitality, F & B manage-
ment or communications/
journalism. 
I feel Walt Disney World
misinformed the career ser-
vices department about their
internship program. I know
there were several MSUM
students at the session who
are alumni of the Disney
College Program. Perhaps
they received exactly the type
of internship they wanted. I
hope so. 
However, what I saw at
the information session
was blatant propaganda
used to con students
into working menial jobs
for low wages. There was
absolutely no education
value in any of the jobs men-
tioned, unless someone has
never had a job in his or her
life. Sure, the Disney college
recruiter said  you gain valu-
able leadership  and cus-
tomer service skills. But
there are also approximately
50 restaurants in F-M who
can offer those same skills,
and you can certainly make
more than $6 per hour while
doing it.
I feel the Walt Disney
College Program is nothing
more than an alternative to
illegal immigrant labor, and
because it is such a huge
corporation, they can dis-
guise it as an “internship” to
gain access to college cam-
puses across America. I
strongly encourage the career
services department to ban
Disney from this school, and
I encourage students not to
participate in anything that
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Disney internships lack both
opportunity, career experience
As the temperature starts to rise slightly above 50
degrees and summer clothing makes it’s comeback
from winter hibernation, students find their minds
starting to wander. As thoughts of summer road-
trips and warm weather start filling our minds,
thoughts of school slips further and further away.
Thus begins an epidemic we like to call spring
fever, a slight reminder that Spring Break wasn’t
long enough.
This is the time of year when it’s hardest to drag
yourselves out of bed for 8 a.m. classes or to even
attempt that sociology paper. It is also the time of
year in which professors seem to let their sadistic
sides run wild, piling on the homework.
In order to save the sanity of all students, some-
thing must be done to stop this spring-time mad-
ness.
Much to our dismay, it seems ending the semester
after Spring Break isn’t an option. But there must
be something we can do.
Our solution? A “spring pass” for students (and
faculty) feeling the brunt of spring fever, that would
are excuse us from class to enjoy the wonders of
spring.
That way, if you’re sitting in biology, tapping your
pen and counting the seconds until Father Time
puts you out of your misery, there would be no
need to worry. Instead of sitting through another
agonizing lecture, you could pull out your spring
pass and head to the nearest golf course or play-
ground of your choice.
Allowing every student and faculty member, one
spring pass per week would make for a much hap-
pier and more productive campus.
Professors and students alike could save their
energy for something more enjoyable and return to
class the next feeling rejuvenated. Students would
still be responsible for making up what they had
missed in class, but the time off would allow their
mind to stay on their work, resulting in higher
quality work.
Next time you find yourself counting down the
days until your last final, imagine what it would be
like if you were allowed one spring pass a week.
Or you could just join the rest of us and skip.
Letters to the editor
Projected budget cuts harmful to
state public transportation systems
To The Editor:
The governor and the
Minnesota House are once
again proposing cuts in the
operating budget for public
transit systems. 
Transit budgets have been
cut the past three years.
Routes have been cut and
fares have increased, leading
to a decline in ridership. The
governor’s recommendations
for dealing with the current
budget deficit include spend-
ing increases in some areas,
spending cuts in others and
cuts of three percent for most
agencies. This has a huge
impact on metropolitan area
transit systems, with a cut of
$1.7 million to the
Metropolitan Council. 
The leadership in the House
wants to go even further and
permanently cut transit oper-
ating budgets by freezing rev-
enue that comes from the
motor vehicle sales tax at
2004 levels. This would have a
devastating effect on our
already underfunded transit
systems. The House plan cuts
transit by close to $6 million
for 2005 alone.
Imagine having someone tie
one hand behind your back,
ask you to type a manuscript
and then complain because
the job was done too slowly.
This is the dilemma that many
public transit systems around
the state face as they struggle
through numerous budget
cuts to meet growing demand
and provide a service that is
convenient and attracts more
riders. Undercutting the tran-
sit system and then attacking
it for not serving more people
or doing a better job will never
get us where we need to be
when addressing the trans-
portation needs of
Minnesotans.
The breakdown of contract
negotiations and the subse-
❒ ELFSTRAND, page 7
In almost a full semester as
opinion editor of The
Advocate, I have yet to voice
my own opinions on my page.
However, after the reaction to
last week’s issue, I feel it’s
necessary to debut my opinion
on a subject I feel very strong-
ly about.
In a study break between
classes last week, I had the
pleasure of overhearing a dis-
cussion between two profes-
sors in the Dragon Den. The
topic of debate: my beloved
Advocate, which was known in
last week’s April Fool’s issue
as The Crapvocate. Now don’t
get me wrong, I have much
better things to do than sit
around and listen to profes-
sors talk about god knows
what. However, it is easy to
“overhear” topics in which you
are  involved. 
The basic consensus of the
discussion amounted to this:
The Advocate is a poor excuse
for a college newspaper. One
individual even went as far as
to say: “I would never want
anything I write to be associ-
ated with something like that.
As far as I am concerned, that
is a complete waste of paper.”
My first instinct was to make
a remark in defense of my
work. Instead, I opted to put
my opinion to better use by
contributing to the so-called
“waste of paper” and benefit
myself by taking up space on
my page.
So here goes ... For those of
you who have not been paying
attention, The Advocate adver-
tises weekly for faculty, staff
and student input. The opin-
ion page has voiced countless
desires for letter writers. The
point is: If you want to be
heard, The Advocate is willing
to listen. Almost all or most of
the letters sent to the editor
are published, even if they
shed a negative light on The
Advocate itself. As budding
young journalists, The
Advocate staff is completely
open to constructive criticism,
as is our adviser. However,
we’d prefer such criticism in
the form of a letter, rather
than to overhear it in coffee
break chit-chat. 
The truth is, the staff at The
Advocate puts in a great deal
of time to inform the MSUM
student body of happenings
both on and off campus. 
As anyone involved in a cam-
pus activity does, we take
pride in what we do and we
have awards to prove that we
produce a quality newspaper.
The unique thing about The
Advocate though, is that we
actively promote the expres-
sion of opinions of our organi-
zation, whether positive or
negative. In fact, that is
specifically what this page is
dedicated to.
So my suggestion to the indi-
viduals (who shall remain
nameless) who feel so strongly
about the content of the news-
paper: Make a difference. As I
said before, we are open to
suggestion in order to improve
the quality of our paper. 
In fact, I would highly appre-
ciate a response to this col-
umn in order to ensure con-
tent for next week’s Opinion
page. You see, there I go
again—begging you to write.
As for those of you who were
miffed by last week’s issue of
The Crapvocate: I guess we
fooled you.
If you’re like me, I’m sure
you have been counting the







f i n a l s .
B u t
t h o s e
d o n ’ t
r e a l l y
c o u n t
anyhow.
E v e r y
y e a r
a f t e r
S p r i n g
Break, I
get a case of the “I don’t want
to do anything anymore; I
don’t want to be here” syn-
drome. It’s almost like I
develop ADHD or something,
but since it only comes at the
end of the year, I don’t think
it’s really that. Note: if you do
have ADHD, I’m not slighting
you in any way—I feel your
pain to some extent every
spring .
Seriously. 
Sometimes I wish school
would just be finished after
Spring Break. My mind isn’t
in it anymore. I know I have
several projects to finish that
I could’ve worked on during
Spring Break, but didn’t feel
like doing. I said to myself,
“Self, you’ve got eight weeks
of class left and only a few
projects to go. Get them done
right away and you’ll be gold-
en.” Did I follow through?
Obviously not.
When the weather gets so
nice and you don’t feel like
being inside, it’s hard to be
motivated. It’s a case of
spring fever, which is unlike
disco fever except for the
clever use of the word fever.
It’s the time of year when
you want to throw your
books out the window; when
you want to sit under the
shade of the trees with a good
book or good CD; when you
don’t want to get out of bed
for your noon class. It’s the
time of year when I almost
run out of column ideas. 
I don’t know what it is
about spring that makes
everyone’s head go to the
clouds. It may be the color
coming back after a long,
cold, drab winter. It may be
the robins coming back and
singing quite loudly right
outside your bedroom every
morning when the sun comes
up. Or it may be the smell of
freshly mowed grass as it’s
for the first time this year.
Whatever it is, I feel bad for
those who live in a climate
where they don’t get spring.
For all the class-dodging it
brings, it really is a fun time
of year. It’s not often you get
to see the rebirth of nature.
You know those stupid little
seed things that act like heli-
copters? Sure, they’re annoy-
ing when you have to do yard
work, but imagine if you lived
in Texas and never got to see
them. Wouldn’t your life be
sad? You’d never get to take
those little seeds, toss them
up in the air and watch them
flutter back to the ground.
I feel like we should have a
moral for spring, or learn a
lesson. Obviously, my train
of thought is shot, so if you
made it this far, congratula-
tions. Okay, on to the moral.
No wheel of morality, à la
“Animaniacs,” but we’ll still
learn a lesson from their
wheel. Today’s moral is:
Never ask what hot dogs are
made of.
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“I don’t know what it
is about spring that
makes everyone’s head
go to the clouds.”




Johnk can be reached 
at ashmash119@yahoo.com.
This column of appreciation
has been a long time coming.
Last semester I attended every
student senate meeting. The
three to four hour meetings
were as grueling for a
bystander as I imagine it was
for those elected and appoint-
ed. I greatly admire their com-
mitment and fortitude to bet-
ter our campus community.
Throughout the year, I’ve
watched vice president Erica
Wicker become a solid leader.
She has always been pleasant
to speak with. Her personality
is exuberant—oozing with
kindness and genuine desire
to make our campus a better
place for present and future
students. I’ve spoken with her
on occasion throughout the
year for various Advocate arti-
cles. 
Even when the topic was
controversial, she was
prompt, open and consistent-
ly reminded me that the sen-
ate is there to hear student
concerns and do their best to
tackle them. I’ve witnessed
her push the entire senate to
converse with students and
seek concerns, like a true rep-
resentative.
President Travis Maier was
green at the beginning of the
year, often referring back to
Robert’s Rules of Order or
adviser Warren Wiese for clar-
ification on various things.
Mid-semester this past fall, it
was obvious he was respect-
fully in control of the meet-
ings. And the respect he gave
his peers was returned—A
true sign of a leader. I’ve
watched Maier motivate the
senate to work harder to fulfill
their appointed duties with
passion and pride through
impromptu speeches that
would put Tony Robbins to
shame.
During Lobby Day this past
February, I followed Maier to
his appointments with various
state representatives and sen-
ators. I was overwhelmed with
his candor, kindness and
knowledge of the subject at
hand. It was quite impressive
the way he addressed MSUM’s
Advocate asks for opinions; give them





With style, grace and class, the performers of the
Minnesota Dance Theatre are taking the stage to
display their skills. The troupe is unique because
producer/choreographer Loyce Houlton integrates
classic ballet with modern dance.
“I’ve always been a fan of dance ... it just has a way
of mesmerizing you,” Brooke Gullikson performing
arts series co-coordinator said.
The performance will feature “The Moor’s Pavane,”
a dramatic piece first produced in 1949 by the José
Limón Dance Company. It has been cited by critics
as a classic of modern dance and as José Limón’s
masterpiece.
“Their piece from ‘Othello’ (‘The Moor’s Pavane’) has
the same characters as the play, so if people liked
that, they’ll love this,” said Gullikson.
The rarely-produced work uses the rich music of
Henry Purcel while portraying the passions and con-
flicts of “Othello’s” four principal characters within
the formal framework of a court dance. The troupe
will also perform excerpts from “Eight Seasons,”
among others. 
The final event of the MSUM Cheryl Nelson Lossett
Performing Arts Series, Minnesota Dance Theatre
performs at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Hansen
Theatre.
The troupe will teach an advanced dance master
class at 1 p.m. Thursday.
“This is such a great opportunity for students to
view a professional ballet at a price that’s cheap.
Tickets normally run close to $50, but students pay
only $6, less that a ticket for a movie,” said  per-
forming arts series co-coordinator Amber  Gamradt 
Tickets are available at the MSUM box office in the
Hansen Theatre lobby or by calling 477-2271. Prices
range from $12 to $22 or $6 for MSUM students.




Has spring made your favorite boy-
toy go nuts? Does he suddenly spend
his afternoons rolling couches into
the sun-drenched quad and ogling
bikini-clad models on summer cata-
log covers? Don’t let his beer-guz-
zling buddies turn him into just an-
other bad hook-up memory. Instead,
step in armed with the right tactics
and whip that boy into shape. Like
puppies, guys respond with glee to
the right mixture of gentle 
scolding and kind encouragement. 
1. Rub his nose in his own excre-
ment. If you suspect he’s feeding you
lines of b.s., trust your instincts and
call him on it. You owe it to yourself
not to tolerate bad boy behavior.  
2. Muzzle him when necessary. If
he can’t say the right thing, don’t
allow him to say anything. Forbid
communication for a while. Boys
learn by what you do, not by what
you say. 
3. Walk him regularly. Boys need
lots of exercise. Give him the free-
dom to roam on a nice long leash se-
curely fastened to an electric shock
collar.
4. Keep watch to make sure he
doesn’t run into traffic. Boys like to
scurry about, running here and
there. If you feel like you can’t un-
hook the leash without losing him,
either noose it up tight enough to
choke him or let him run far, far
away.
5. Keep him groomed and ready to
show. It’s important that your guy
recognizes that he is your trophy.
Clothes that smell like rotten beer
just won’t cut it. If leaving him notes
that say “please wash your jeans”
don’t work, try slicing them with a
pair of sharp scissors. 
6. Don’t give in when he begs. He
must be taught manners. Hold
your ground when he’s undeserv-
ing of your attention. It is impor-
tant that he learns not to take you
for granted. 
7. No barking allowed. If he barks,
bites or tries any other aggressive
maneuvers, a trip to the pound is in
order.
8. Don’t let him go beyond sniffing
other dogs. It is normal for him to
stop and sniff something new, but if
he seems to go beyond a minor sniff,
it’s time to cut him loose and pray for
an oncoming tractor trailer to put
him in his place.
9. Give him a treat when he does
something right. Remember to re-
ward your boy when he deserves it. If
he picks a rare tulip for you from the
botanical gardens, at least it’s a step
in the right direction, and he should
be recognized for his effort.   
10. Kennel the jerk if he misbe-
haves. If more gentle methods of
training don’t work, try taking a hia-
tus from your boy-toy for a while to
see if the time apart will teach him a
lesson. 
When all is said and done, some
guys just can’t be trained. If you
can’t train him to your liking, con-
sider finding a new one. Nothing is
more important than the right fit be-
tween you and your furry little
buddy. Though it’s sad to put one to
sleep, there are many others out
there waiting for a new home, who
will be easy to teach and ready to
please. So grab your favorite hand-
bag and go shopping for a new
puppy-love. The opportunities are
abundant when the summer sun is
shining.
Alison James is the author of “I
Used to Miss Him ... But My Aim is
Improving: Not Your Ordinary
Breakup Survival Guide.” 
For more information, visit
www.improveyouraim.com.
As a special to The Advocate, author Alison
James lends her relationship expertise to shed
some light on the skills needed to survive a break-
up. As a supplement to her book, “I Used to Miss
Him .. But My Aim is Improving,” James has writ-
ten a how-to guide.
Unlike traditional breakup advice guides that
teach ways to fix yourself, this handy manual pro-
vides a comprehensive plan that will help you fix
him too. 
Look in next week’s issue
for a review of “I Used to
Miss Him ...” and an in-
terview with the author.
By ALISON JAMES










The MSUM Concert Choir
will perform at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in Our Redeemer
Lutheran Church, 1000 S.
14th St., Moorhead. 
The program includes a per-
formance of Dakota Suite, a
piece arranged by choir di-
rector and MSUM music
professor David Ferreira.
The concert is free and open
to the public. 
4.12-6.20 
The Heritage Hjemkomst
Interpretive Center will fea-
ture “Interned in North
Dakota.”
For more information, call
299-5511.
4.13.04
The Plains Art Museum will
host a reception for the
artists featured in the exhibi-
tion “A Woman’s
Perspective on Time,” from
4:30 to 6:30 p.m., followed
by a gala peformance in-






How to train any guy in 10 simple steps
Minnesota Dance Theatre graces the stage
SUBMITTED PHOTO1
Hot Wax
1. FRANZ FERDINAND        Franz Ferdinand
2. VINES                                                      
3. CLUTCH                                   Blast Tyrant
4. MADVILLAN                                             
5. BLACK KEYS                 The Big Come Up
6. DEERHOOF                                 Milk Man
7. THE HISS                             Panic Movement
8. RATATAT
9. EAGLES OF DEATH METAL Peace ...
10. CHEMLAB                                         Oxidizer
11. DIZZEE RASCAL Boy in Da Corner
12. WALKMEN                       Bows and Arrows
13. AMBULANCE LTD       Ambulance Ltd. ...
14. CHALLENGER                 Give People ...
15. CASUAL DOTS                      Casual Dots
16. STIMULATOR                               Stimulator
17. ICARUS LINE                                         
18. ELECTRELANE                                      
19. JUCIFER                                                
20. CLOUdED                                              
21. TURN-ONS                                            
22. DECENDENTS                                       
23. LEATHERFACE                         Fog Disco
24. FIREWATER                             Songs ...
25. RUNNER AND ...                                    
26. MOORBABIES                                        
27. LANSING DREISDEN                             
28. CRUMBS                                   Last Exit
29. BLONDE REDHEAD                 Misery ...
30. GLAD VERSION                      Smile Pretty
This week’s chart
toppers
"Keep him groomed and ready to show. It’s im-
portant that your guy recognizes that he is your
trophy. Clothes that smell like rotten beer just
won’t cut it.”
— Alison James
I learned a lesson from him that day.
The last “big wig” we were slated to see
left us hanging in the hall for more than
a half an hour, with no  reason as to
why our scheduled appointment was
treated with unimportance. I was ready
to walk with one finger in the air, and I
probably would’ve if I was leading the
group. 
Maier chose a different path. He chose
to use his virtue of patience and said
what he came to say, even if there
would be no impact on the “big wig.” As
my feelings of hot-headed impatience
subsided, I realized how professional
Maier is and how wise he was not to
burn a bridge. It’s not every day that I
learn a lesson in life from a colleague.
As the senate executive terms come to
a close, I feel the need to declare my ap-
preciation for our school leaders who
endure what I imagine to be a thankless
job. I’ve been told by both our president
and vice president that they don’t plan
to run again in this April’s election. If
that holds true, I hope those who are
tinkering with the idea of running are
able to fill those shoes and wear them
as well as Maier and Wicker.
Porter can be reached 
at porterba@mnstate.edu.
❒ PORTER, from page 5
The Plains Art Museum will feature an
exhibition of “Top Dogs and Leap Frogs:
Animals Frolicking in the Permanent
Collection,” from April 20 through May 9.
The exhibit will be located in the Fred
Donath Jr. Memorial Gallery, and it sup-
ports the Spring Gala theme, “Puttin’ on
the Dog.”
“Top Dogs and Leap Frogs” consists of a
variety of media, including large-scale
photographs by William Wegman, paint-
ings by Fritz Scholder, quillwork by
Melvin Losh and Anne Pangowish and
prints by David Rathaman. 
The gala will host an art auction,
music, dancing, wine tasting, theme
decor and gourmet food. It benefits edu-
cational museum programs.
Tickets for the Spring Gala are $75 and
are available by calling 232-3821.
The Plains Art Museum is located at
704 First Ave. N., Fargo. For more infor-
mation, visit the museum Web site at
www.plainsart.org.
“Top Dogs and Leap Frogs: Animals Frolicking in the
Permanent Collection” presented at Plains Art Museum
quent bus strike in the Twin Cities seems
to have started a discussion about the
value of public transportation. As an asso-
ciation composed of people who run bus
systems all across the state every day, we’d
like to weigh in.
Our members serve people from
Rochester to Marshall; from St. Cloud to
Virginia; from Duluth to Moorhead and
within the Twin Cities metropolitan area.
We see just how critical the bus is to the
workers trying to get to their jobs; to the s-
tudents trying to get to school; to the el-
derly who need to see the doctor or get a
prescription filled; to those who can’t drive
or choose public transportation as an al-
ternative to increased congestion on our
roadways. 
Without bus services, many folks can’t
work. Without public transit, people don’t
have choices and additional, costly high-
ways would need to be built. Without pub-
lic transit, many seniors and people with
disabilities couldn’t remain independent
and would need to move to some kind of
assisted living setting. The average cost per
person for nursing home care in Minnesota
is $30,000 to $40,000 per year. An invest-
ment in public transit is a cost-effective
way to keep people moving and our
economy growing.
A roads-only approach would never work
in addressing our transportation needs. In
some areas there simply isn’t room to build
additional roads without taking out hun-
dreds of homes and businesses. The hun-
dreds of thousands of people all across
Minnesota who regularly hop on a bus can
tell you that this is a “no-brainer.” 
Those of us who provide transit service to
folks every day want to get people where
they want to go, when they want to get
there. But we can’t do the job when the leg-
islature is continually kicking our legs out
from under us. We need our lawmakers to
make a commitment to giving us the re-
sources we need to provide quality transit
services that truly serve the people of
Minnesota. 
We urge the governor and the legislature
to stop the cuts—particularly the perma-
nent cuts—and establish a dedicated fund-
ing stream for transit that will provide the
stability and growth we need to operate
transit systems 
statewide. The folks all around the state
who rely on transit services including busi-
nesses, commuters, people who are transit
dependent and our communities at large,




Minnesota Public Transit Association
❒ ELFSTRAND, from page 4
By DUSTIN MONKE
Sports Editor
The MSUM softball team didn’t plan on
sophomore pitcher Jen Doyle being
unable to make the Dragons three-day
weekend road trip. But then again,
nobody plans for their No. 2 starting
pitcher getting sick a day before one of the
most important weekends of the season. 
The result: Two starting pitchers for
seven games over the three-day weekend.
“By the last day I think (the pitchers)
were a little bit tired,” MSUM softball
head coach Jason Sobolik said. 
Things didn’t start out too bad for the
Dragons (11-8, 2-3 NSIC) on Friday. 
MSUM pitcher Sonjia Schuurmans threw
six strikeouts in an 8-2 victory over
Northern State (Aberdeen, S.D.) in the first
game of a doubleheader, while sophomore
Kayla Huiras led the Dragons to an eight-
inning 9-3 victory in the second game. 
It wasn’t just pitching that helped the
Dragons win the second game. 
Junior third baseman Kylie Rogalla
knocked a three-run homer in the top of
the eighth to put the Dragons in the lead
and put a stamp on the win. 
“All weekend we were having timely
hits,” Sobolik said. “We weren’t having big
hits (early in the season). It’s nice for
them to step up.” 
On Saturday and Sunday the Dragons
took part in the five-game NSIC Southern
Crossover at Wayne (Neb.) State College.
The Dragons looked great on Saturday,
shutting out Concordia-St. Paul 4-0 on
the strength of a two-hitter by
Schuurmans and a two-run home run in
the fifth inning by junior centerfielder
Amanda Parker. 
MSUM took another win over Northern
State Friday afternoon. This time Huiras
tossed a four-hitter and batted 2-for-3 to
lead the Dragons to a 6-1 victory. 
Then Sunday came, and things got
interesting for MSUM. 
The Dragons faced a strong test, losing
three games against three of the top
teams in the NSIC. 
MSUM lost all three games, but Sobolik
said he wasn’t at all disappointed. 
“I like the way we competed all week-
end,” said Sobolik. 
Despite going into the sixth inning
ahead 2-1, Southwest Minnesota State,
Marshall, used four hits to bring home
three runs and take a 4-2 lead. 
The Dragons tied it up in the seventh
inning on a two-RBI double by Huiras. 
Schuurmans hit a 285-foot home run in
the fourth inning. The Mustangs pitched
around her the rest of the game. 
Winona State’s timely hitting spelled
downfall for the Dragons as they lost 6-1
in their second game Sunday. 
The Dragons out-hit the Warriors 7-6, but
were unable to bring any runners home. 
A worn out MSUM club rounded out the
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SOFTBALL BASEBALL TENNISTRACK AND FIELD
LOOK
A
The Dragons head to the
Concordia-St. Paul tourney
this weekend. They kick off
the weekend against NDSU
at 10 a.m. Friday.
MSUM heads to the Drake
Invitational in Des Moines,
Iowa Saturday and runs to the
Bison Invitational on April 15. 
The Dragons visit St. John’s
University (Collegeville,
Minn.) Friday and Saturday
and host Mayville (N.D.)
State Monday at home.
The Dragons will participate
in the NSIC championship
matches at St. Cloud State
April 16-17.
SOFTBALL
Notes by Dustin Monke
Sports Editor and
MSUM athletic Web site
NEWS & NOTES
Former Dragon Keith Knoke
captured first place in the St.
John's Decathlon last weekend
in Collegeville with 5,979 points.
Junior Dustin Cossette was
fifth and freshman Derek
Farwell finished eighth.
Freshman Jessica Trautwein
was sixth in the St. Benedict
heptathlon while sophomore
Kristan Anderson was seventh.
Brett Beeson, the NCAA
Division II player of the year at
MSUM in 1995-96, is averaging
29 points and eight rebounds
per game for Hapoel Gilboa-
Afula in Israel. Beeson recently
scored 45 points against Ramla,
his third highest total as a pro.
Trautwein Anderson
TRIVIA
1. What National Basketball
Association owner was nominat-
ed on Monday for the Hall of
Fame?
2. What former Houston Rockets
and Portland Trail Blazers guard
will be inducted into the NBA
Hall of Fame this year?
Answers:
1.The Phoenix Suns’JerryColangelo is
one of six new Naismith Memorial
Basketball Hall of Fame members to be
inducted on September 10, 2004. 
2. Clyde “The Glide”Drexler.
Seven game stretch
Track and field prepares for outdoor season
The Dragon women’s softball team huddles after their March 31 doubleheader loss to
10th-ranked NDSU at Ellig Sports Complex. 
LIZZIE STARK/THE ADVOCATE
TRACK AND FIELD
❒ SEVEN, page 9
Dragons’ depleted mound presence leads to four losses
SAY ANYTHING





MSUM softball head coach.
By CASEY MOEN
Staff Writer
The MSUM track and field team will
open the 2004 outdoor season with
one clear advantage—time. 
As the 2003-04 indoor conference
championships indicated, the Dragons
may have a lot of youth, but they're
maturing fast. 
For the Dragons, time means rest,
recovery and more experience. 
“The plan was to get a few good weeks
of training in,” coach Keith Barnier
said. 
However, the Dragons no longer have
the luxury of time. The Dragons will
kick off the 2004 outdoor schedule
with a trip to Des Moines, Iowa,
Saturday for the Drake Invitationals. 
After that, the track and field team
will go to four meets between the
Drake Invitationals April 10th and the
NSIC April 25 to 26. 
“Now that the track season has start-
ed, the kids have got one or two races
a week,” Barnier said. “As the weather
gets nice, we should have some good
performances.” 
As the indoor season neared its end,
the women’s team showed how much
it could accomplish while the men
were slowed by injuries. 
“We’re taking care of a few injuries
right now and getting everybody
healthy,” junior Dusty Cossette said.
“The team’s looking pretty decent.” 
Barnier said the injuries shouldn’t be
as much of a problem during the out-
door season. 
“We just need the whole team to be
healthy (to be successful),” Barnier
said.
The women’s team finished third in
the conference behind first-place fin-
ishes from senior Belinda Eastlack,
sophomore Heather Schuster and
freshman Jessica Trautwein. Eastlack
won the NCAA Division II national out-
door title in the weight throw. 
Freshman Matt Jahnke won a confer-
ence title in the pole vault as the men’s
team finished sixth. Jahnke’s vault at
the conference championships was his
best of the season, but his perfor-
mance was more of an indication of a
new Dragon standard rather than an
aberration. 
The 10 conference place winners on
the men’s team inclduded one fresh-
men and two sophomores. 
Seven women placed at the confer-
ence championships.
Freshmen Dane Moreland and
Dennis Delude also earned points for
the Dragon men at the conference
meet. 
Sophomores who placed included
Sarah Thome and Kristan Anderson
for the women, and Mike Shonblom
and Adam Barnett for the men. 
Anderson said the team is optimistic
about the outdoor season, but only
time will tell. 
“It’s too early in the season to tell
right now. I think overall we’re getting
stronger, getting better,” Anderson
said. 
The hope of success from younger
Dragons this outdoor season will be
balanced by a strong senior class, led
by Eastlack and Marc Brown. 
The Dragons hope to capitalize on the
momentum and attention produced by
Eastlack’s first-place throw at the
national championships and Brown’s
provisional qualification during the
2003 outdoor season in the 60-meter. 
In addition, senior Matt Willprecht
placed in the top five several times in
the triple jump.
“The seniors basically have one last
❒ OUTDOOR, page 9
The MSUM women’s soccer
team participated in the
Thunderdome tournament at
University of Si Tanka-Huron,
S.D., over the weekend. 
The Dragons defeated Cloud
Community College (Kan.) 3-0
and an alumni team from Si
Tanka-Huron 4-0.
MSUM then advanced to the
quarterfinals of the tourney
playoffs to take on Adams
(Col.) State.
What was supposed to be an
easy stepping stone for the
Dragons became a game with
four overtimes. It was score-
less until sophomore Corina
Morin kicked a bullet to give
the Dragons a 1-0 victory. 
In the semifinals of the tour-
nament, the Dragons defeated
another Si Tanka-Huron
alumni team 4-0.
The Dragons earned the
Thunderdome title with a 4-0
victory over Si Tanka-Huron’s
varsity. 
Monin was named most
valuable player of the tourney.
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❒ OUTDOOR, from 9
By DUSTIN MONKE
Sports Editor
With three straight losses and the
NSIC championships just around the
corner, the MSUM tennis team is look-
ing to get back on the horse that
brought them an 8-3 start to the sea-
son. 
The Dragons (12-8) visited the
University of Mary (Bismarck, N.D.)
Sunday. The Marauders earned a 5-4
victory with an edge in the doubles
competition. 
Freshman Emily Burrows and
sophomore Lisa Anderson won the
third doubles match 8-5, but Mary’s
tandem of freshman Miranda Hanson
and sophomore Anna Neubauer
defeated freshman Rose Milless and
junior Genna Carlson 8-6 in the first
match.
Senior Marie Woltanski and senior
Kelly Routledge teamed up to give
Mary an 8-5 doubles win over Dragon
senior Tana Wagner and freshman
Miranda Quast in the second doubles
match. 
The Dragons and the Marauders
split the six singles matches. Three of
the matches went into extra sets, with
the Dragons emerging victorious in
one. 
Milless defeated Neubauer 7-6, 6-7,
10-8 in the third singles match, but
Anderson and Quast fell to Hansen
and Routledge, respectively. 
Burrows defeated Murauders
Shawna Steinbauer 6-0, 6-1 and
MSUM junior Kathryn Helget earned a
6-3, 6-3 victory over Woltanksi. 
The Dragons hosted St. Cloud State
at Courts Plus on Wednesday and will
participate in the NSIC championships
April 17-18 at Winona State. 
Monke be reached
at dmonke@forumcomm.com.
❒ SEVEN, from 8 
Crossover with a 3-1 loss to
host team Wayne State.
Again, the Dragons had more
hits than their opponent, but
errors devastated their chance
to stay in the game. 
Junior shortstop Alicia
Nelson hit 12-for-22 over the
seven game stretch and is
batting .455 for the season. 
“The pieces of the puzzle are
really starting to come togeth-
er now,” Sobolik said. 
Dragons fall to Bison 
MSUM dropped both games
of a doubleheader to No. 10
NDSU at the Ellig Sports
Complex March 31. 
The Bison claimed a 3-1 vic-
tory in the first game. 
Rogalla and Schuurmans
each hit 2-for-3. Rogalla scored
the only run for the Dragons. 
NDSU pitcher Lindsey
Graham threw 13 strikeouts
and allowed five hits in the
game. 
Schuurmans took the loss
on the mound for MSUM. 
The Dragons were blanked
5-0 in the second game of
the twinbill. 
Rogalla hit 2-for-4 in the
game, but Bison pitcher
Courtney Lacock allowed only
seven hits. 
Monke can be reached
at dmonke@forumcomm.com.
A Dragon pitcher goes into his throw from the mound. The
MSUM club baseball team went into its season last week with a
trio of games against the Concordia junior varsity team. The
Cobbers took a 10-inning, 5-4 victory over the Dragons March
30 at Jake Christiansen baseball field. Concordia hosted the
Dragons for a doubleheader Saturday. The teams split, with
Concordia taking a 5-3 victory in game one and MSUM winning
11-8 in the evening game. 
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And there’s the pitch ...
Tennis hits NSIC titles on three game skid
MSUM track athletes participate in the beer relay at the annual
Alumni Meet Saturday.
LIZZIE STARK/THE ADVOCATE
month of track,” Barnier said.
“We really want to have a good
season for them.” 
Eastlack won the conference
title in the hammer throw at
last season’s indoor confer-
ence championships, and she
is a strong candidate to
reclaim her title this spring. 
Barnier said he’s not as con-
cerned with the results from
the first few meets of the sea-
son, as he is with preparing
the athletes for the conference
championships and hopefully
the national championships. 
“I see the kids working hard
and working together. Right
now, that’s all I can ask of
them,” Barnier said. 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Nice 2 bedroom apartments,
walk to school. $300/month for
summer, $420-$440/month for
fall. Heat/water paid. Garages or
off-street parking. Call Jon at
233-0203 or 790-4866.
For sale: Several one-way tick-
ets to The Hague. After Nov.
2004, they will go to the White
House, where they are sure to
get used. Make an offer 
at www.ourkidsRf**ked.com 
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
COST: The Advocate charges $3 for the first 30 words and $1 for
each additional 20 words. Classified ad forms are available in The
Advocate office during business hours. Payment is required in
advance of publication. Classifieds will not be taken over the phone.
No tearsheets are given and no refunds are given on cancellations.
DEADLINE: Monday by 5 p.m. for the issue published on Thursday,
no exceptions.
MAILING ADDRESS: Ads with payment may be mailed to: The
Advocate, ATTN: Classifieds, Minnesota State University Moorhead,
Box 130, Moorhead, MN 56560. Ads with payment may also be
dropped off in The Advocate office, Room 110 in the CMU.
ERRORS: The Advocate is responsible only for the cost of the first
incorrect insertion of the ad. It is the responsibility of the advertiser
to check the accuracy of the ad and make corrections if necessary.
The Advocate will not be liable for slight aesthetic changes or typo-
graphical errors that do not lessen the intent of the ad. The Advocate
is not responsible for errors due to illegible copy.
CLASSIFICATIONS AVAILABLE: For Sale, Help Wanted, Other, For
Rent, Personals, Roommates, Textbooks, Spring Break, Typing
Services, Wanted to Buy.
Looking for a summer job? Ideal
job for students doing light office
cleaning. A wide variety of shifts
are available. Start part-time
now and work full- or part-time
during the summer. Must be able
to work Monday thru Friday early
evening hours with all weekends
off. Apply in person at 3431 4th
Ave. S. Suite C.
Help Wanted For Rent
APARTMENTS FOR RENT:
Summer or school year ‘04-‘05.
One, two, three and four bed-
rooms. 1 to 4 people. Also, effi-
ciency and roommates. Located
between campuses and north of
campus. 236-1143.
Free Pregnancy Testing with
RN’s. Your FirstChoice for preg-
nancy related concerns. Caring
and confidential. Clinic services:
237-6530.
Renting one and two bedroom
apartments for summer and/or
2004-2005 school term. Heat
paid. Quiet, smoke-free building
close to campus. 1011 20th St.
So. Moorhead. Call 293-3059.
Live-in. Need college girl to live
in private home. Pay your way
through college and gain excel-
lent work experience with this
great job. Room, board and
$150/month. (701) 237-3959.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
Counselors, speech and occupa-
tional therapists and aides, read-
ing instructors and recreation,
crafts and waterfront personnel
needed for a summer camp in
North Dakota. Work with children
with special needs. Salary plus
room and board. Contact Dan
Mimnaugh at (701) 327-4251 or
grasbek@bektel.com.
“X” MARKS THE SPOT, 6, 9 or
12 mo. lease, brand new, dbl
gar, w/d, a/c, comm. rm, elev.
and soooo much more. CALL
NOW! 356-9999. Sorry no pets.
EHO.
Miscellaneous
Aspiring models and Talent:
Males/females 21+ to audition
for local, honest and fun
model/talent agency. Join
Ultimate Image, the fastest
growing agency in North Dakota.
(701) 271-0402.
For Sale
For Sale: Twin size mattress,
box spring and frame. Good
condition. Like new. Call (701)
388-6069.
For Rent Near Campus: 4+ bed-
room houses and 2 bedroom
apts. Call (218) 284-4275 or
Email:
GASK_LLC@hotmail.com.
Apartments for rent: 2 br. 912
10th Ave S. Mhd. Call 284-0331.
3 br. 1704 6th Ave S. Mhd. Call
287-2737. Available now and
May-Aug. Call 232-9444.
$100 OFF! 2 bed/ 2 bath.
Heat/water paid. Garage includ-
ed. Located behind West Acres.
Available May 1st. Call (701)
238-4098.
Build Your Résumé! The
Advocate is hiring for several
positions for next year.
Applications are available at The
Advocate. Call 477-2551 or e-
mail advocate@mnstate.edu.
Female Renter Wanted. Large
basement apt. Shared kitchen,
free cable and laundry. Garage,
storage closet, close to bus line,
retail, non-smoker, no pets pref-
fered. $500, half off first month’s
rent. Avail. May 1st. Call John or
India at 287-6766.
Now hiring swim instructors at




/evening hours for summer. If
interested fill out applications at
the intramurals office or call 477-
2313.
Huge 2 br. apt. 1600 sq. ft. 1
block N. of CMU. Quiet, exc.
cond. fireplace. Heat, digital TV,
full-meg Internet pd. No long
term lease, smoke free. April 1.
430 14th St. S. 233-5940. 
Looking for summer employ-
ment? Knight Printing Co. of
Fargo is now taking applications
for the summer season, which
runs approximately June 1-Aug.
30. A wide range of department
positions are available, covering
all aspects of the printing
process. Full-time day or
evening shifts are available.
Apply in person at 16 S. 16th St.
Fargo. Full job descriptions
available at the front desk. No
phone calls please.
Large 3 bed apt. 1/3 block from
MSUM. Heat paid. $585. Avail.
May 1st. 238-0081.
Walk to MSUM, 408 10th St. S.
Several 1 bdrms, heat paid,
laundry on site, cats ok. $240-
$350. Call 232-7100.
Babysitter Wanted: 3 days a
week, 7am-4pm. Will be watch-
ing an 8-year-old girl and a 10-
year-old boy. Salary is nego-
tiable, extra pay if you can teach
piano and swimming. Contact




Picasso, Renoir, Mondrian, Dali,
Van Gogh, Etc. New and used
perfumes/colognes- Arden
Beauty, Pleasures, Tommy Girl,
Realities, Romance. Call 236-
9694.
Titleist DCI 990’s Irons, 3-PW,
used less than one summer.
One-inch extensions, new Winn
grips. $400 OBO. Call (218)
436-3865, ask for Josh or Eric.
For Rent: Very clean 3-4 bed, 2
bath. Next to MSUM. Will go
fast! Call (701) 306-8601.
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